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Timeline: Cotter's mill mine history in Colorado205

07

By The Denver Post The Denver Post

DenverPostcom

Posted:

0

A look at the history of the Cotter mill mine near Cation City.
1958

-

Cotter Corp. begins uranium mill operations in Ca~ion City. The square-mile property is

owned by thle Colorado Board of Land Commissioners and leased to Cotter.
1959-u U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) cites Cotter for failing to maintain proper

records and violating rules requiring airborne emissions.
Cotter cited by AEC for "inadequate" sampling of airborne radioactivity every time it
was inspected. Concentrations of molybdenum were found at levels injurious to cattle, and the
I1960s

-

tailing ponds start leaking. License authority transferred to Colorado Department of Health (now

Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment).
1975-m Cotter becomes wholly-owned subsidiary of Commonwealth Edison
1978 - Federal mine inspectors cite Cotter with 18 violations, including overexposing three
workers to silica dust
1980 - Colorado Bureau of Investigation finds Cotter falsified occupational health reports to the

*

government and repeatedly exposed workers to excessive radioactivity between 1968 and
1978. CBi also finds that the Colorado health department was neglign in its inspections and
enforcement actions. ---e•L-t-Y- •LvViLc•(j& L~&•(L• • c. C
Two weeks after the report, state health department cites Cotter with 36 violations of safety
procedures and monitoring radiation exposure, as well as water quality issues.

1981

--

EPA releases an independent report that documents groundwater problems at the mill

site and notes that state inspectors saw tears and damage to the tailing ponds' liners.
1983 - Radioactive waste is moved into new tailing ponds. Cotter buys the property from the
Colorado Board of Land Commissioners. Within months, the state sues Cotter for polluting

groundwater, surface water, soil and air. _•(jd~q.•
4- V• -•,
. 1984 -- EPA designates Cotter's Canion City mill site and the Lincoln Park community a

Superfund site. Cotter's former chief chemist, Lynn Boughton, has surgery for lymphoma. Years
later, tests done on tissue removed during the surgery found 700 times the normal level of
radiation in his body.

1986
,d

-

State-commissioned report linds the mill has seriously contaminated the surrounding

area. The report also finds that the "impoundments are leaking."

1987 - Cotter suspends operations.

-

1988 -- Cotter and the state reach a settlement calling for Cotter to pay $11 million for clean up
and $4.5 million for legal fees and costs.

W

S1989-- Survey shows contaminated groundwater still being used for drinking and irrigation in

Lincoln Park neighborhood.
2015

1998

--

0057

Lynn Boughton wins workers compensation suit against Cotter

1999-- State permits Cotter to re-open its mill
2000 -- CornEd sells Cotter to General Atomics for $1 million. The state health department cites
Cotter with 15 violations, including several employees who exceed the uranium intake limit.
2001 -- State health department cites Cotter with seven violations. Federal jury orders Cotter to
pay $16.3 million to 32 people for radiation poisoning. hI another case, 26 property owners near
the mill are awarded $41 million from Cotter (this is later overturned on appeal and settled).
==

2002

--

Cotter cited with 19 violations, many of which are repeat "serious and substantial

breakdown in management oversight." For th is

ie,(ote'

license is suspended.

2003 -- The state lifts Cotter's suspension. The state also renews Cotter license, which had
expired three years earlier.
*

2004 -- hI October, an inter-office finds memo says the plastic liner is not an effective barrier
and "unusable" under Colorado regulations. An independent assessment commissioned by the
state backs this up, finding issues with the leak detection system, limited effectiveness of the
clay liner, and liner tears.
Cotter spills 1,450 pounds of corrosive chemicals. The state says the issue is "not a major
concern" and re-issues Cotter's license in December.
2005 -- Cotter cited with six violations, including an incident where a worker accidently ingested
uranium twice. Cotter spills 4,500 gallons of organic solvents, killing 40 geese and ducks.
2006 -- Cotter cited with seven violations. The air quality violation is twice the EPA limit. Cotter
is fined $16,250 after a mill worker is hurt. Five spills exceeding 500 gallons containing
radioactive materials occurs. The mill goes into stand down operations.
2007 -- An independent audit finds that Cotter failed to take prompt, appropriate actions to
correct known deficiencies and it response plan and Quality Assurance program is out-of-date.
A "minor release" of contaminated material from the primary impoundment is found. Cotter
disagrees.
S2008 -- Cotter fined $15,000 by a federal judge plus another $15,000 for restitution for killing
geese and birds. Notice of violation issued to Cotter for groundwater contamination at adjacent
24r golf course. Documents show that the groundwater has been contaminated for two decades .State suspects contamination came from leaking storage tanks of contaminated water but is "not

a health threat."

2 01 5
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2009 -- Cotter cited with two violations, including low PH level in the tailing pond. The state tell
*Cotter on June 18, 2009 that it needs a new financial assurance plan.
2010 -- Cotter says it will dismantle toxic waste ponds and buildings but keep its license in case
it re-opens. April -- The state health department's "conservative" estimate for cleanup costs is
$43 million. Cotter has so far only put up $20.8 million.

(m

~.NcerRegulatory Commission issues an evaluation of the state's radiation

management program. Itfinds lack of documentation with respect to final decisions which was
June -- A state law is enacted requiring uranium mill operators to clean up existing messes
before starting new projects.
••
L
•
•
••
\DJuly
Cotter tells the EPA it refuses to continue radon testing because the mill isn't active.
-

September
A federal agency releases a report saying that drinking well water may have put
some people at risk. The agency notes that "no formal institutional controls exist to control
groundwater use in Lincoln Park."
T L
: J -. ,,
-

2011
*

January -- State health sends letter to Cotter telling the company its comprehensive
decommissioning plan is a year overdue and demanding it by March 30, 2011. It still hasn't been
been filed.
March
June

--

-

TCE discovered in four wells near the site.
State gives Cotter the go-ahead to dump sludge into the impoundment pond.

July -- Cotter says the makeshift row of wooden pallets over the sludge it's using to test Ph
levels is nio longer safe and asks the state to let it suspend testing of the pond.
August 11
State cites Cotter with one violation for a 2010 spill of more than 500 gallons of
uranium-contaminated water and lists four items of concern, most of which are repeat offenses.
-

On the same day the state allows Cotter to stop testing PH.
August 12-• Public health tells Cotter that the discovery of TCE and elevated concentrations of
uranium and molybdenumn indicate other areas besides the mill have been contaminated. The
state asks for a monitoring program for soil and water.
O

August 23-• Cotter proposes to replace most of the private wells currently included in the
'~groundwater
monitoring with wells installed specifically as monitoring wells
Sept. 2 - EPA responds to Cotter's proposal with letter saying that the memo doesn't "contain

what would normally be considered an acceptable level of detail," makes assumption's without
data,department
and that removing
wells
from the
plan.program was never discussed. That same day,
Cotter's
approves
the state health

4supporting

*Sources:
State health and environmentrecords, Environmental ProtectionAgency records,
Denver Post newspaperarticles, NRC records, federal and state lav~euits.
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Home > About NRC > State and Tribal Programs > Agreement State Program

Agreement State Program
NRC provides assistance to States expressing interest in establishing programs to assume NRC
regulatory authority under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended. Section 274 of the Act provides
a statutory basis under which NRC relinquishes to the States portions of its regulatory authority to
license and regulate byproduct materials (radioisotopes); source materials (uranium and thorium); and
certain quantities of special nuclear materials. The mechanism for the transfer of NRC's authority to a
State is an agreement signed by the Governor of the State and the Chairman of the Commission, in
accordance with section 274b of the Act.
NRC assistance to States entering into Agreements includes review of requests from States for 274b
Agreements, or amendments to existing agreements, meetings with States to discuss and resolve NRC
review comments, and recommendations for Commission approval of proposed 274b agreements.
Additionally, NRC conducts training courses and workshops; evaluates technical licensing and
inspection issues from Agreement States; evaluates State rule changes; participates in activities
conducted by the Conference of Radiation Control Program Directors, Inc.; and provides early and
substantive involvement of the States in NRC rulemaking and other regulatory efforts. The NRC also
coordinates with Agreement States the reporting of event information and responses to allegations
reported to NRC involving Agreement States.
On March 26, 1962, the Commonwealth of Kentucky became the first Agreement State. In December
1964. the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission hosted the first annual joint meeting with a group of these
States. Today, 37 States have entered into Agreements with NRC, and others are being evaluated.
More information on the Agreement State Program is available. See also the following:
*
*
*
*
*
*

Program Guidance and Procedures
NRC State Communications
Becoming an Agreement State
How NRC Reviews Agreement States
Program Review Reports
Contact Us About State and Tribal Programs
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Home > Facility Locator > Find NRC-Licensed Facilities by Region or State > Colorado

NRC's Regional Office in Arlington (Region IV) is responsible for carrying out the agency's duties in
Colorado. No operating nuclear reactors or NRC-licensed fuel cycle facilities are located in Colorado.
Colorado is an Agreement State.
More information about Colorado's role in ensuring the safe use of radioactive materials can be obtained
from the NRC Office of State Program's Directory of State Regulations, Legislation, and Web Sites.

Operating Nuclear Power Reactors
• none

Operating Research and Test Reactors
Location
Reactor Name
U.S. Geological SurveyDenver, CO

Facilities Undergoing Decommissioning
• none
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COTTER TIMELINE/HISTO)RY OFEVENTS

.

1954 Congress approves bill to facilitate
uranium mining on public lands
1956 Canon City Chamber of Commerce
send mineral survey out to mining
corporations to lure business to area

2015
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1980 Federal Mine Safety cites Cotter for vanadium
poisoning
1980 Canon City Citizens Committee for a Healthy
Environment meets for the first time
1980 CiBI blasts Cotters safety record and record keeping

1956 Cotter Corporation founded in New Mexico
1957 Cotter signs contract with AEC to build and
operate a uranium mill south of Canon City

1983 EPA indicates intention to designate Cotter and
Lincoln Park as a Superfund site
1983 Colorado Attorney General file suit against Cotter

1958 Cotter sends its first shipment of yellowcake

to the AEC

1984 EPA designates the Superfund site

1960 AEC & Cotter contract for a 200 ton
per day operation

1986 CDPHE announces groundwater in Lincoln Park is
12-17 times beyond safe drinking levels

1964 AEC opens uranium market and ends
government subsidy/sole purchase

1987 Cotter agrees to settlement and halts mill production

1965 Cotter lays off 138 workers

1988 U.S. District Court approves settlement and clean-up
plan (Remedial Action Plan). Cotter damage fund
established

1965 Cotter closes its doors and goes inactive
1966 Cotter reopens (after 18 months)
1968 Colorado becomes an "Agreement State""-O

and assumes regulation responsibilities

1988 Lincoln Park Area Concerned Citizens meets for
first time

1968/
1971 Cotter receives tailings fr'om the "Manhattan
Project"

1989 Lincoln Park residents file $550 million lawsuit

1970 Canon City area residents form a community
anti-pollution committee voicing concerns
about the Cotter mill

1994 8 of the 1989 plaintiffs go to trial. Five are
awarded $ 140K and the others settle in a
confidential agreement

1974 Commonwealth Edison buys Cotter-there
are 81 people on the payroll

1996 Total Quality Environmental Management Process
completed at Cotter. Contingency for license
renewal-negotiated with EPA/CDPHE

1975 Cotter and Canon City enter contract for
"settled water" at 648,000 gals per day
1977 Water contract amended to 1.3 mil gal per day
1978 CDPIHE discovers elevated levels of uranium
and chemicals in local aquifers. Cotter workforce
numbers 148
1979 CDPI-E ignores EPA's objections and renews
Cotter's radioactive license and new impoundments.
Area residents wanted a delay to vote on the matter
,d

1988 Cotter/Canon City water contract amended to 2 mil
gal per day of treated water

1979 Cotter completes work on new mill/impoundments

1991 The Dodge group files suit against Cotter

1999 Cotter re-opens on probationary basis
2000 Appeals court overturns Dodge verdict (later trial
awards $40.3 million-now under appeal)
2000 Term of Cotter's radioactive materials license expires
2000 City Council declares opposition to Cotter
receiving Shattuck Superfund waste
2000 General Atomics buys Cotter fr'om CoinEd

2002 Cotter announces plans to receive Maywood, N.J.
and Li Tungsten, N.Y. waste
2002 CCAT formed and meets for first time
2002 CDPHE cites Cotter with 16 license violations
2002 CDPHE suspends Cotter from accepting off-site
shipments of ore until violations are corrected

"

2002 CDPIHE cites Cotter with 2 license violations

and three Items of Concern

Cu

2003 EPA issues Finding of Unacceptability under
CERCLA Off-Site Rule for 5 units at Cotter
and gives 60 day notice on impoundments

Note: Some material excerpted from "The Cotter Files", published by the Canon City Daily Record, October 18, 2002
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Ui~liam 14.Auberle, Director
Office of Health Protection
Colorado Departmant of Health
4210 E. 11th Avenue
Oen';er, CO 802Z0

The NALCO-written Environmental Report for the proposed
Cotter Uraniunt 1411 and the supplemental tailings impoundment.
design report have been reviewed by the Regienal Office and
other EPA €ontributing reviewers.
In our coninents. we have tried to address the concerns
expressed in Mr. A. J. Hazle's letter of larch 14, 1978 to
Mr. Paul Smith of my staff.
The two ,-eports obviously reveal considerable technical
work and describe significant past and projected ir.9acts fro•zi
the existing Millls 18 years of operation and the pro~jected
use of the largest lined tailings irpound~ent. in the world.
Additive impacts surely exist but are difficult" to perceive at
this point in time.
In part, this is due to the use of two
separately-developed reports which lack .in integrated discussion of past and projected activities along with a consideration
of viable alternatives to the project.

0

For this reason. •olorado's licensing decision on uemittirig
nroceed in thi• location sh~ouId bAe
jI•wj~
ed.
If this were a ne~w venture 1
one woL'ld not choose he ore.sent location as a mill and waste
disposal site. If a decision is rade to approve this enlargc:d
operation, the State reeds to exert an.
onf-goona vigilerce of
n~io~• )a(and tiue effectivcness of Cotter's opcrationel
S

the extraCt~on of urar=iurn-oncetr~ate to
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Before a licensing decision i•.•cC we strongly urge that
•
company ah in-depth study of ,on al ternative
mill site. Prelicc::sing construction of'a new tailings 1r.oundrent Should not be authorized until all issues have been sarisfactorily dealt with, including alternate tailings retention
and disposal proposals.

you pursue with the
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The totter Uranium M4ill, both existlingand proposed. presents
O0 S n51 rn
•vrnn~al and public health cocierns.
If we were rating this pr-oject usn
h a•crtrauet
rateNt~ea
S.
Reguator Co ]scevelo ed drift environsenda
S
ta~n
for proIe urnlum milling operations, the -I/
roioe Cotter op rati• . 4lbe enviro m
alyuaeth ----eas.t untir the con~pany-tarries out the suggested modifications,
changes or additions we have detailed In our co~~nts on grundwater mnonitoring and related issues.
nmbe
Ii

Nat)

p

Should you require additional assistance, please feel free
to contact us.

Sincerely yours.
Day

--

rDirectolr

Air & Hazardous Pdterials Division
Enclosure

cc: A. 3. Hazle0
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"REPORT DATE

Sent~mh~r 5.

COLORADO BUREAU OF INVESTIGATIG\.,

REPORT OF INVESTIGATION

1.980

79-07-0064
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Violation
.•REQUE STI NG
SAUTHOR ITY :

Fremont County

NATURE OF CASE

.

--

LaCabe

Agent Alvin J.

j%•*z<I'nitial
-,

L0

_

of CDH Rules and Regulations

The Honorable RICHARD D.

LAMM,

Governor,

State of Colorado.

On Friday, July 6, 1979, as a result of a request by the
Governor's Office, the reporting agent, ALVIN J. LaCABE,
was assigned to investigate certain allegations inJr.,
volving possible criminal law violations on the part of the
Cotter Corporation Uranium Mill located in Canon-City,
The essence of the allegations were outlined in
Colorado.
a meeting between the reporting agent and MALCOLM M. MURRAY,
Assistant to the Governor for Natural Resources, held on
that same date at about 4:30 P.M. at the State Capitol
Building.

: ACTION
TAKEN :

LC~
C)
c-I

Mr. MURRAY explained that certain information had come to
the attention of the Governor's Office which indicated
that the Cotter Corporation had engaged in improper
practices in regard to the monitoring of radiation exposure•
employees and the reporting of those radiation
to its
Mr. MURRAY
levels to the Colorado Department of Health.
of
number
a
to
stated that he had spoken personally
practices
irregular
persons who had knowledge of these
and that it was his belief that the allegations were of•
Specifically, the allegations concerned•
some substance.
of records of employee
the possibility of the falsification
exposures required to be maintained by the corporation and
the failure to give the Colorado Department of Health and
the workers themselves proper notification of overexposures
Mr. MURRAY
as required by CDH Rules and Regulations.
explained that the source of the allegations was one PAUL
KENDALL, a member of a local citizens' group in the Canon
City area, who had talked to a number of current and
former employees of the Cotter Corporation who supposedly
In particular, two
could verify the irregularities.
Laboratory,
Analytical
Cotter
former employees of the
as having
named
were
LYNN BOUGHT ON and WILLIAM HAYIIURST,
firsthand knowledge of these improprieties.
Following this interview with MALCOLM MURRAY, the reporting
agent met with Assistant Attorneys General HUBERT FARBES
and LARRY DeCLAIRE of the Colorado Attorney General's
Office on Monday, July 9, 1979, and with Mr. ALBERT HAZEL,
Director of the Radiation and Ha;zardous Wastes Control
Division, Colorado Department of Health, on Tuesday, July l(
the
The purpose of these interviews was to assist
1979.
informatior
background
relevant
reporting agent in gathering

EO
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79-07-00641

important to the investigation and to gain a basic underBased upon
standing of the technical principles involved.
these interviews, other interviews conducted during the
course of this investigation, a review of information proby the Colorado Department of Health and the Cotter
Corporation and extensive outside reading and research by t]
report ing agent the background and technical data set out
below was gathered:

• ACTION
WTAKEN:(Contd.•)
• .....
•:,.vided
..
•• "
:
-.:
cm

The Cotter Corporation:

The Cotter Corporation is a New Mexico corporation
At
authorized to do business in the State of Colorado.
West
9305
at
located
are
offices
corporate
present its
Parkway, Lakewood, Colorado 80226 and its
~Alameda
registered agent is D. A. DUGHYAN, Vice President of
The corporation's
Administration, at that same address.
primary purpose is to carry on mining and milling operation:
operates the
and as such, in addition to other activities,
Schwartzwalder mine located in Jefferson County, Colorado,
and a mill located at 0502 Fremont County Road 68, Canon
City, Colorado.

uo•
==

;•

0O

Cotter is presently a wholly owned subsidiary of Commonweal
the major supplier of
Edison, Inc. of Chicago, Illinois,
Cotter's current President
power in that area.
•- electrical
is GEORGE P. RIFAKES, of p. O. Box 767, Chicago, Illinois
60690, who is also Vice President of Commonwealth Edison,
but the day to day operations of the Colorado activities
are handled by Executive Vice President and General Manager
(It
DAVID P. MARCOTT, located in the Lakewood offices.
or
a
position
this
held
MARCOTT
should be noted that
investigation was commenced and
similar one when this
during most of the years which is covered, but was named
to a different position within the company by the time
The present Executive
final report was completed.
this
Vice President is a JOSEPH D. McCLUSKEY.)
is managed by a MYLES T. FIXMAN of
The Cotter Mill itself
230 Park Lane, Canon City, Colorado, who is responsible for
FIXMAN has been
of the mill.
the everyday activities
associated with the Cotter Mill for over twenty-one years
manager during the entire period covered by this
and its
investigation.
The mill operates under a Radioactive Materials license
At the time this
granted by the State of Colorado.
investigation began in July of 1979, Cotter was awaiting
approval of an application for a new license for a new
it was completing on the same grounds as
milling facility
The application process had begun
the older facility.
and it was the position of
approximately one yerearlier
the Colorado-.Department of Health that Cotter had substan-

201.5
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Agent Alvin J.

LaCabe

5/80

tially
complied with the requirements
the new license.

'
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for the granting of

As a consequence of this application for a new license,
representatives of the corporation itself,
the Colorado
Department of Health, and the Colorado Attorney General's
Office, held public meetings in the Canon City area and
it was during this
time that allegations of mismanagement
and disregard of radiation safety began to surface.

44

I
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Cotter's primary milling function is the extraction of
uranium oxide from uranium ore in the form of what is
referred to as yellow cake.
This is a yellow powder which
is packed in large drums and shipped to Allied Chemical
Company in Metropolis, Illinois
where it is converted
into a form capable of fueling the nuclear reactors of
Commonwealth Edison in Chicago.
The ore processed by Cotter comes from a number of sources
but its
primary source is that of the Schwartzwalder mine
located in Jefferson County, Colorado, which is also
presently controlled by Commonwealth Edison subject to
the royalty rights of the beneficiaries of a trust
administered through the Colorado National Bank, 17th and
Champa Street, Denver, Colorado.
The legal representative
of that trust
is GEORGE J. ROBINSON, Attorney-at-law,
located at 6610 W. 14th Avenue, Lakewood, Colorado.
The Colorado Department of Health:
The Radiation and Hazardous Wastes Control Division of the
Colorado Department of Health, under the directorship of
ALBERT J. HAZEL is responsible for the licensing of
radioactive materials handlers and the enforcement of
license conditions as well as the Rules and Regulations
of the CDH pertaining to radiation control.
Prior to February 1, 1968, this
function was carried out
by the United States Atomic Energy Commission, but subject
to an agreement, effective that date, between the AEC
and the State of Colorado, certain functions were takenover by the State.
Under the terms of the agreement, it
is the obligation of the State to ensure that its
licensing
and enforcement program remains substantially compatible
to that of the AEC.
The legislation authorizing and defining the powers and
duties of the Colorado Department of Health in regard to
radiation control is contained in Title 25, Article 11,
Colorado Revised Statutes 1973, as am ended, entitled
"Radiation Control".
Pursuant to this legislation, the
Colorado Department of Health has promulgated certain

~71
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The regulations

Under norral conditions, the regiiatio~s
are enforced
through a "1comnpliance" inspection conducted on an annual
Any violations of regulations or
basis by CDH personnel.
license conditions noted during an inspection are discussed
with the licensee's management while the inspector is still
"on-site" and solutions are suggested to alleviate further
violations.
The inspector Mlhb•,quent,1y propnros • d~t flloC
written report of his inspection
and directs a leotter to
the licensee which summarizes the report and details
specifically any regulations or license conditions found
to be violated.
These are called "items of non-compliance"
to which the licensee must respond in writing within
twenty (20) days detailing the specific actions which will
be taken to lessen the probability of recurring violations.
The Cotter Mill Process as it
Being Investigated:

Relates to the Allegations

The following is a brief explanation of the steps in the
milling of uranium ore followed by the Cotter Corporation.
It should be noted that this summary is by no means
intended to be a detailed explanation of the process
followed by Cotter to extract uranium from the ore, but
simply an outline necessary for the understanding of the
allegations.

I

*~ ~1

Iu~

1.

Usually the ore is transported to the
mill via truck and weighed upon arrival.
Lot numbers are assigned and samples
taken to determine the amount of moisture
in the ore.
These samples are assayed by
laboratory personnel and a calculation of
dry weight recorded.

2.

The ore is then fed by conveyer belt to
the primary crusher where it is reduced
in size and then mechanically sampled
The purpose of this
in
the sample tower.
sample is to retrieve an amount of ore
representative of the entire lot.
This
uranium
sample is then assayed and its
content recorded.

~2
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The crushed ore is then placed in intermediate
storage bins and blended with othe~r ore to
be fed to process.

This ore is then fed to a ball mill
process adding water and soda ash
and ground to an optimum size
for proper extraction.
The process produces a product in
solution referred to as "slurry".

•necessary

-•

c•

This solution is then put through a
extraction process where
is first
thickened and then sent through
a leaching circuit of ten "pachuca" tanks.
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These ores are then crushed further and
into the fine ore bin.
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The resulting product is then fed through
a series of three pulp filters
which
begin to separate some of the liquid in
the solution.
It is at this
point that
the solution is first
referred to as
"pregnant"' - i.e.
high in uranium
concentration.
This pregnant solution is then fed through
a series of precipitation tanks basically
designed to further separate the solid
material from the liquid and '"purify" the
product.
This precipitated product is
highly concentrated yellow cake.

9.

The "wet" yellow cake is then further
thickened and filtered
to reduce the
liquid content and then dried into a
yellow powder by gas heat.
The end
product is then fed into fifty-five
(55)
gallon drums for shipment.

,The
allegations in question concern Cotter's failure to effectively safeguard its
employees against the hazards of
airborne concentrations of uranium - i.e.
uranium dust
... which is inhaled into the
body while breathing.
There
are two points in the mill process where the hazard of
airborne contamination is recognized as most prevalent.
The first
of these is the crusher shed area (steps 2 and
4) in which the actual crushing of the ore causes a great
amount of dust susceptible of inhalation by the workers in
that area.
The basic safeguards recognized as helpful in

m
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A daily washing down of the entire crusher
to help eliminate dust problems.
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Water sprays used on the ore as it
the crusher to lessen airborne

feeds

•+:particles.

+

•3.

Installation

~theory
~drawing
~It
__ensure

~the

of a "dust collector" which
works as a giant vacuum cleaner
the dust out of the shed.

in

is

alleged that Cotter management personnel failed to
that the daily wash downs were carried out and that
water sprays were used when feeding ore to the crusher.
It is further alleged that Cotter failed to ensure that
proper air
samples were taken in this
area, thus increasing
the potential of harm to the workers.
(The relevance of
the air sampling issue will be discussed below).
The second point in the process at which the problem of
airborne inhalation of contaminants becomes more acute
begins at the time the solution is said to be pregnant
(Step #8).
The hazard increases as the pregnant solution
is precipitated and is greatest in the yellow cake drying
stage once the product is fully dried.
In addition, once
the yellow cake is placed in the fifty-five
(55) gallon
drums for shipment the worker must "cap" the barrel, that
is,
place a sealed cover on it,
which brings him in close
-proximity to highly concentrated airborne contaminants.
The allegations concerning the yellow cake areas are
essentially the same as outlined above - the failure to
keep the area thoroughly clean and to take proper air
samples representative of the concentrations of uranium
to which the worker was actually exposed.
Air Sampling as it
Investigation:

Relates to the Allegations Under

As a consequence of the potential hazards of airborne
radioactive dust inhalation, Cotter is required
by its
license
conditions and the regulations of the
CDH to maintain an air
sampling program designed to
measure the amount of airborne contaminants which a worker
in areas designated as "controlled" (such as the crusher
and yellow cake areas), may be exposed to.
This is accomplished by taking samples of the air in these areas on a
regular basis, determining the uranium content of the
sample through the use of a device called a fluorometer
and then calculating a worker's exposure level based upon
the approximate'amount of time spent in that area.
The
samples are taken throughout the mill but the hazard is considered greatest in the crusher and yellow cake areas.
This
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will be discussed in detail below but it may be
procedure
point that written records of these computathis
at
noted
If the
by the corporation.
maintained
be
must
tions
calculated exposure level exceeds an amount specified in
the CDH regulations as the maximum permissible concentration
(MPC) Cotter management is required by regulation to do the

(Contd..)
:
•

following:
,

1.

Notify CDH in writing within 30 days
the cause and extent of the

2.

Simultaneously notify the worker of
overexposure.

3.

Take corrective action necessary to
avoid further overexposure making this
This could
action known to the CDII.
include a change in engineering controls,
work assignments or monitoring frequencies.

~listing
~overexposure.
-the

c=-

The air samples required to be taken are of two types,
general air and breathing zone samples.
O

i

b

General air samples are taken by the use of a motorized
from
calibrated sampling device which collects particles
approximately
placed
is
sampler
The
filter.
a
the air onto
one and a half to two feet above the floor in the area
to be sampled for a specific amount of time (usually about
..
an hour) at a specific air flow rate after which the
is removed and analyzed in the laboratory for
filter
In theory, the sample should
concentration of uranium.
be taken at a time representative of the conditions under
General air samples
which an employee must actually work.
are usually taken in controlled areas (those where a certair
percentage of MPC is probable) approximately once each
frequency can be increased where there is
month, but this
evidence of unusually high readings, mechanical problems
or the like.
Breathing zone samples are accomplished by a battery
operated collection device which is mounted on the
worker's body or hand held by the person taking the
sample and situated in such a way as to measure the
air in close proximity to the worker's nose and mouth.
Because of this close proximity, it is considered a
better measure of what a worker is actually inhaling at
The principle of dust collection on a
a given time.
is the same as that of the general air sample
filter
but the breathing zone sample is conducted for a shorter
period of time and while the worker is actually engaged
in a specific activity.
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According to the conditions of Cotter's license, representat
breathing zone samples should be taken during"yellowcake
barrel capping" operations and unusdial maintenance in areas
where exposure to concentrated airborne contaminants is
(Examples include yellow cake dryer or scrubber
probable.
An extensive breathing zone program can also
maintenance.)
be effective in identifying sources of contamination and
determining the validity of worker time studies where
Like
samples exist.
repeated wide deviation in general air
the breathing zone samples are
the general air samples,
also assayed for uranium content and the exposure level
of the worker calculated.
in the air sampling program
The charges of irregularities
conducted by Cotter which are the subject of investigation
involve certain practices which are alleged to have been
carried out with the knowledge of or pursuant to the
policies of mill management, for tne purpose of misrepresenting the true exposure levels of persons employed in
The practices supposedly
certain operations at the mill.
included the following:
1.

The washing down of an area specifically
to take a sample so that airborne dust
was appreciably less than it normally
was when an employee was actually working.

2.

The disregarding of unusually high samples
and the resampling of an area for no other
reason than to avoid the original samples
use in calculating a worker'.s exposure.

3.

Failing to collect a sample during a
an
particular period and simply listing
"average" value on assay sheets so that a
sample would.appear to have been collected.•

4.

Failing to assay samples in a timely
fashion after they were collected.

5.

Deliberately manipulating recorded data
so as to lessen exposure levels.

6.

Minimizing recorded exposure levels to
an extent that workers actually overexposed were not reported to the CDH
nor were the workers themselves notified.
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CDH regulation all

•.i.,1. .•
•
•

Colorado licensees must:

Maintain records which will permit
the determination of the extent of
and public exposure
to the licensee's sources of radiation
and

~occupational
•"
i•

'~2.

ase
may bue
to be made such surveys
as ay benecessary to establish compliance
with CDH regulations.

•
==

As a result of these regulations along with procedures
prepared by Cotter which have become part of their
license conditions, Cotter must collect air samples,

"
~Similarly,

overexposure to airborne dust and certain hazardous
areas designated as "controlled areas".
Surveys, such as
time studies must be made, as necessary, to provide a
factor needed in the exposure calculation and written
records must be prepared to document the entire procedure.
It should be noted, however, that the regulations specifical•
state that the records are to be maintained by the licensee
~and need only be made available for inspection by the CDH.copies of the records need be submitted to the
CDH only upon request by them.
It would appear, therefore,
that these records are not within the definition of "publicrecords" as construed thus far by the Colorado Supreme
Court.
The following is a brief outline of the general steps
followed by the Cotter Corporation in calculating employee
exposures in controlled areas.
Again, it
is not intended
as a detailed technical description of the procedures
involved, but only as a brief explanation necessary for
the understanding of issues important to this
investigation:
1.

After a sample is collected it is
placed in a beaker, marked for
identification and transported to
the analytical laboratory for analysis.
Entry should be made by the person taking
the sample on an "Airborne Uranium Dust
Sample Sheet" which lists
the date, location
and time the sample was taken along with
other variables, such as air flow rate and
length of time sampler was operated.
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step in the analytical
is performed by the use of a
device called a fluorometer which is
upon the principle of measuring
amount of fluorescence in the sample.
Through a multi-stepped chemical process
which the sample is compared to a
a meter reading is taken froni
A calculation is then
the fluorometer.
made based upon that r'eading and other
in the analytical process (such
dilution factors) which represents the
of uranium oxide (U 3 0 8 ) in the sample.
calculation is then made as to the micrograms (ug) of uranium contained therein.

in•contd).

!c•as

~amount
~A
•3.

A "Fluorometric Sheet" is maintained which
should list
the number of the sample 3
variables in the analytical process such as
dilution factors, the fluorometer meter
readings and the end calculation as toG the
It is
concentration of uranium oxide.
important to note that the fluorometer
does not generate a permanent
itself
chart) of its
record (such as a strip
readings.
The only record of the reading
all
the variables involved is made by
the analyist on the fluorometric sheet.

4.

Value in micrograms of uranium is then
on the "Airborne Uranium Dust
listed
Sample Sheet" and converted into units of
using the sample
microcuries per milliliter
rate and interval to determine the total
The final result is an
volume in liters.
airborne concentration of uranium expressed
in terms of "ten to the minus eleventh power
(10-11 uc/ml).
micrograms per milliliter"

5.

This value is then transferred to a "Weighted
Job Exposure Sheet" where it is multiplied
by a factor which approximates the time the
worker spends in the area from which the sample
This "time-weight" factor is the
was taken.
result of periodic time studies conducted
for certain job descriptions throughout the
In theory, it measures the approximill.
mate percentage of time a certain type of
worker spends on a particular duty or in a
particular area.
The product of the calculation is labeled "percent of concentration"
or "weighted exposure"

~and
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All instances of exposure to the worker

now be added together to reach a
total wveighted exposure.
It should be
rmust

noted, however, that the worker's total
exposure to ore dust (as in the crusher
area) is kept separate from his total
exposure to yellow cake dust (as in the
yellow cake packaging area).
The importance of this becomes evident in the next
step.
7.
CJ

The final step involves a comparison
between the worker's weighted exposure
and the maximum permissible concentration
(MPC)
as outlined in Part IV, Appendix A
of the CDH Rules and Regulations.
The
amount listed in Appendix A represents
the maximum amount of uranium natural
to which a worker can be exposed in a
forty-hour week.
However, this value
applies to yellow cake dust inhalation
only.
A second value, listed
in footnote
4a to Appendix A is applicable to ore dust
inhalation.
Using the appropriate value,
with compensation being made for work
weeks in excess of forty hours, a calculation is made which expresses the
weighted exposure as a fraction or
percentage of the MPG.
If yellow cake
and ore dust exposures are involved the
two percentages must be added together.
If the total
percentage is greater
than or equal to one hundred percent of
the MPG, notification to CDH and the worker
must be made.

The background and technical data presented in the
preceeding pages were set out at the beginning of this
report so as to assist the reader in better understanding
the information gathered during this investigation.
The
citations
to specific regulations and license conditions
were purposely omitted as they were cited in the. attached
report prepared by the consultant retained by this
agency
to assist
in the investigation.
These items having been duly noted,
investigative report continues.

the chronological

On or about Wednesday,
July 11, 1979, the reporting agent
contacted Mr. ROSS SCARANO of the United States Nuclear
Regulatory Commission in Washington, D.C. and advised
him that this agency had been requested to conduct an
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into the possibility of criminal
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violations

The reporting agent further
ijnvolving the Cotter Mill.
.advised Mr. SCARANO that since the investigation could
possibly involve criticism of the Colorado Health
Department, it was this agency's intention to conduct an
It was
investigation independent of that department.
with
considerabi
locate
an
individual
necessary
to
therefore
expertise in the area of health physics and milling operaMr. SCARANO suggested
tions to assist in the investigation.
employee
that the agent contact a Mr. HERMAN PAAS, a retired
of the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission whom he
stated was highly qualified to render the assistance needed
and happened t~o be living in the Denver area.

U,

The reporting agent subsequently contacted Mr. PAAS by
telephone at his residence at 5808 Pierson Street, Arvada,
Colorado (425-4450) and explained to him the general nature
of the investigation and the need for his technical
expertise.
Mr. PAAS stated that he would be willing to
participate in the investigation but that it would have to b
completed prior to September of 1979 as he had prior
commitments which would take him out of the Denver area
The agent informed him that
April or May of 1980.
until
since the investigation had just begun it was unknown when
his assistance would be needed but that he would be
contacted when and if it was.
On Tuesday, July 17, 1979 at about 5:30 P.M., the reporting
agent met with Mr. WARREN GOFF, 55 years, at his .residence
at 206 ,North 15th Street, Canon City, Colorado, Telephone
Mr. GOFF was a former employee of Cotter
#275-6913.
having resigned in July of 1977 after twenty years there.
Mr. GOFF had held numerous jobs in the mill including
safety engineer, but had not been involved in the air"
He stated that hesampling program for about ten years.
really had no firsthand knowledge about any irregularities
in the sampling program but was told on a number of
occasions by laboratory personnel that they "averaged"
sampling data at times when no sample was taken or if the
Mr. GOFF
laboratory was behind in assaying the samples.
further stated that the practice of averaging was fairly
common knowledge among the workers in the laboratory.
However, he could not point to any specific incidents of
it happening.
On that same date at about 7:40 P.M., the reporting agent
interviewed Mr. LYNN BOUGHTON, 49 years, while at his
residence at 1602 Cedar Avenue, Canon City, Colorado,
Mr. BOUGHTON had been named by
Telephone #275-5250.
MALCOLM MURRAY of the Governor's Office, as having direct
This interknowledge of the matters under investigation.
of a number of lengthy meetings with
view was the first
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Mr. BOUGHTON which were conducted on July 19, 1979, August
2, 1979, August 13, 1980 and August 14, 1980. (On the
latter
date a tape recorded statement was taken from him. )

•="
•Mr.

BOUGHTON told the investigating agent that he had been
,,L:..
.employed
by the Cotter Corporation from July 1, 1958 until
....
March 2, 1979 but had resigned after
twenty-one years of
"
employment there because of what he felt
was a usurption of
his authority over the laboratory.
BOUGHTON had been Chief
Chemist since 1966 and as such w'as the supervisor of those
r-.personnel
who handled the air sampling program.
BOUGHTON
,•
explained that prior to mid 1977, at which time a Radiation
•
Safety Division was established by Cotter, laboratory
personnel were responsible for taking a sample, assaying
2
it,
and completing all
the necessary records and exposure
~calculations.
This put a tremendous burden on the labora~tory
because of the large amount of production related
work which had to be done.
According to BOUGHTON, the
policy of the Mill Manager, MYLES FIXMAN, was to place
priority
on production related work over those assays
connected with the health physics program.
It was not
until
the formation of a separate radiation unit in 1977
that the laboratory's duties in the air sampling program
became confined only to assaying the samples.
BOUGHTON
stated that he could remember a number of occasions
where he was told directly by FIXMAN to discontinue
O
running health assays even when the laboratory was
delinquent in analyzing them because he wanted specific
production work done.
BOUGHTON told the investigator that he could remember
two specific times when air samples were not taken at all
but data was placed on fluorometric sheets and airborne
dust sheets which would indicate that they were.
In
both instances , values were inserted which would
represent an average value or one consistent with others
before and after it.
BOUGHTON could not be specific
as to exactly when this
happened but stated that it was
done during the periods covered by the two CDHI inspections
prior to his resignation.
It should be noted that a check
of inspection records revealed that those inspections
were conducted on July 12, 1976 and June 26, 1978.
The
inspection prior to that was conducted on December 11,
1974.
Therefore, the two months where samples were not
taken could have fallen anywhere between January 1975 and
June 1978.
/•BOUGHTON

i

explained that MYLES FIXMAN was aware

of these

two incidents as the manipulation was done after Cotter
was notified of an upcoming CDH inspection.
According
to BOUGHTON, FIXMAN's reaction was to do whatever had
to be done to make sure the books were ready for inspection.
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BOUGHTON also spoke to the investigating agent concerning
what he believed to be the greatest problem in the air
sampling program - that of the lack of timely analysis
during the
lie stated that
once the sample was taken.
was
always
entire time he worked in the laboratory it
He estimated
behind in performing air sample analyses.
that the air samples were sometimes assayed as much three
they were taken and that the only time FIXMAN
months after
ever made an effort to make sure they were current was
BOUGHTON
•after being notifi•1 of a•n 1ipc•oing inspection.
stated that he could not remember any instances where an
such a long delay and
overexposure was calculated after
the proper notification not made, but he could not rule
of it happening.
out the possibility
Concerning the issue of resampling BOUGHTON explained that
this-was done often but it was sometimes for a legitimate
reason.
For example he stated that on occasion a sample
would show an unusually high fluorometric reading but a
resampling of the same area would show a normal reading
This would
consistent with that usually found in the area.
sample
indicate a probable error in the taking of the first
In other cases,
be disregarded.
and it would justifiably
however, a sample would be disregarded for no justifiable',,
BOUGHTON explained that sometimes an area would
reason.
be washed down before being resampled so that the assay
would not be as high but he could not pinpoint
results
He did state, however, that
any specific times or dates.
incidents of resampling occurred as much as three or four
to the mid 1970's.
times a year from the late 1960's
BOUGHTON noted that when a second sample wasti.ken in some
and in other
instances it was averaged with the first
BOUGHTON further
was completely discarded.
cases the first
noted that he could remember notifying MYLES FIXMAN of an
unusually high reading on one occasion and FIXMAN making
the decision to wash an area down and resample it but other
than that he received no direct order from FIXMAN to wash
He did say, however,
down or discard a particular sample.
that whenever he himself made a decision to take a sample,
FIXMAN was notified and agreed with it.
Concerning the issue of CDH inspections, BOUGHTON told the
investigating agent that Cotter was always given at least thre
That notice
to five days notice of an upcoming inspection.
was usually given to MYLES FIXMAN who would in turn notify
BOUGHTON stated that FIXMAN
other supervisory personnel.
other work aside and
advising him to put all
would call
begin catching up on late air sample analyses and making
There
sure the "paperwork" was ready for inspection.
would also be a general wash down of the ore crusher shed
BOUGHTON
and the yellow cake drying/packaging area.
informed the reporting agent that other methods would be
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used while the inspectors were "on-site" to keep
such as making sure all
levels lower than usual
sprays were on in the crusher area or scheduling
crusher or part of it for maintenance so that it
operation.
not be in full
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BOUGHTON further noted that once Cotter was cited by<CDH
for any violations enforcement was almost nonexistent.
He could not remember any surprise inspections to insure
It was his impression that
compliance ever happening.
the State Inspectors were simply undermanned and unable to
take such enforcement action other than to check compliance
on the next major inspection which generally was more than
eighteen months later.
On Wednesday, July 18, 1979 at about 12:30 P.M. , the'
reporting agent met with Mr. PAUL KENDALL, 33 years, of
1140 Pennsylvania Street, Canon City, Colorado, 275-1405.
This meeting took place at Mr. KENDALL's place of business
located at 719 Main Street, Canon City, Colorado, Telephone
of a number of meetings and
#275-1405, and was the first
conversations between KENDALL and the reporting agent.
Mr. KENDALL identified himself as being associated with a
local group called "Citizens Concerned About Radioactive
The group had been campaigning throughout the
Hazards".
community in an attempt to educate citizens of what they
believed were the dangers of .radioactivity and to discouraging, if possible, the licensing of Cotter's new
KENDALL, along with other group.rnembers,
mill facility.
had contacted a number of citizens and had begun to
which they
collect information concerning irregularities
believed should be investigated and considered in the
Colorado Health Department's determination of whether
Mr. KENDALL
to grant Cotter's request for a new license.
had been an active participant in the public meetings with
which were held to discuss the subject of
State officials
Cotter's license.
The reporting agent explained the general nature of the
role of the CBI in the investigation and informed him that
the agency had been requested by the Governor's Office to
look into certain matters which might amount to criminal
Mr. KENDALL in turn explained that the majority
conduct.
of the information he had gathered concerned such things
in the construction of Cotter's new
as irregularities
pond, lack of safety procedures at the mill,
tailings
The
off-site
water contamination problems and the like.
reporting agent informed him that he did not believe these
items were in the purview or expertise of the CBI and did
not appear to be related to any possible criminal conduct..
However, it should be here noted that after subsequent
meetings with Mr. KENDALL the investigating agent agreed
to interview some of the persons from whom KENDALL had
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received information in order to make a determination of
or viol.ation
any crmnlinvestigation
rlvneto
of CDH regulations.
The reporting agent also agreed that
information
the extent possible the sources of this
would not be revealed.

Wednesday, July 18, 1979, the reporting agent along with
Agent KENNETH VAN CLEAVE of the CBI Pueblo Office, met
~with
a number of Cotter Corporation employees while at the
meeting was to tour the
-•
uranium mill.
The purpose of this
and take photographs wherever possible of the steps
~facility
The agents
~in
the mill process and analytical laboratory.
tour by MYLES FIXMAN, Mill Superinwere escorted on their
and BEN BADGER, Assistant Mill Superintendent, both
~tendent,
*of whom explained the physical layout of the plant and the
The agents noted
~steps
involved in the process of uranium.
firsthand the problems associated with dust inhalation in th,
The agents also visited the
crusher and yellow cake areas.
explanaanalytical laboratory for a "walk through" and brief
tion of the fluorometric process by Laboratory Supervisor
In addition, interviews were conducted with
PHILLIP KRAUTH.
ROBERTMAIXNER, Radiation Safety Officer, and RICHARD "CORKY"
ORTEGA, Health Technician, whose unit is currently responsible for setting up the air sampling program, actually
taking the samples, calculating exposure levels and mainMAIXNER and ORTEGA
taining all
health related records.
explained the type of sampler used, the forms which were
maintained by them and the calculation process.
On Thursday, July 19, 1979 at about 7:35 P.M., the reporting
agent conducted an interview with Mr. WILLIAM B. HAYHURST,
32 years, while at his residence at 1016 Oak Street, Canon
City, Colorado, Telephone #275-6531.
of two interviews conducted with Mr.
This was the first
HAYHURST, the second being on Friday, August 15, 1980,
when a formal statement was taken from him.
HAYHURST explained that he was employed by Cotter from
January 1967 to May 1979, the vast majority of that time
He further
being spent in the analytical laboratory.
explained that he was directly responsible for the air
1971
part of 1.967 until
sampling program from the latter
and occasionally did air sample assays again in parts of
1972 and 1973.
HAYHURST corroborated BOUGHTON's assessment that the
primary emphasis was placed by the mill manager on laboratory work associated with production as opposed to health
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safety.
HAYHURST
explained that because of this the
6/I laboratory sometimes got behind in taking monthly samples
and even more frequently failed to analyze them in a
timely fashion.
HAYIHURST estmated that he actually "got behind" or failed
to take samples perhaps two to three times
per year
during the period 1968 through 1971 but expla~ined that it
was his recollection that these failures usu~.lly involved
areas where the probability of overexposure was less than
in the yellow cake or crusher areas.
HAYHURST stated that
he compensated for these missing samples by using values
consistent with that location during other months and
writing them in on the appropriate sheets as if they had
in fact been taken.
In addition,
according to HAYHURST, the laboratory
frequently failed to assay the samples in a timely
manner, sometimes not performing an analysis for as much
as three to four months after the sample was taken.
HAYHURST stated that when an "old" sample was analyzed
and the resulting time weighting calculation indicated
an overexposure, a change was made in the fluorometer
reading noted on the fluorometric sheet and the exposure
level was recalculated to ensure a concentration less
than the MPC.
The incorrect data was also entered onto the
air
dust sheet and the job-vWeighted exposure sheet.
Another "trick" sometimes used was to postdate the fluorometric sheet so it would appear that the assays were
performed sometime shortly after the sample was taken.
HAYHURST admitted to the investigating agent that he had
manipulated fluorometer readings about "2 or 3" times to
avoid overexposing workers sometime
between 1968 and
1971.
He stated that he could not remember the dates
but that if the fluorometric sheets were available~f or
those years he would probably be able to pinpoint the
manipulations.
For the sake of clarity, it may be here
noted that the fluorometric sheets in question were
subsequently requested from the Cotter Corporation with the

II specific

purpose of having HAYHURST locate the changes he
had made.
However, according to Cotter, the sheets from
those years could not be located.
It was explained that
they were probably lost or thrown away in the move to
the new laboratory facility
located in the new mill.
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Concerning other sampling irregularities,
HAYHURST told the
reporting agent that he sometimes resampled an area where
the original sample resulted in an overexposure calculation
or in cases where visible inspection of the filter
paper
indicated the possibility
of overexposure even before the
fluorometric analysis and calculations were done.
He noted,
for example, one occasion when the sampler filter
showed a
heavy concentration of dust which he knew from experience
would result in an overexposure..
He brought this
to the
attention of LYNN BOUGHTON and was told to resample after
a wash down of the area.
HAYHURST, however, was not able
to give any approximate dates for these incidents.

ntd. ')

U,

HAYHURST was specifically questioned as to whether any
Cotter management personnel in addition to LYNN BOUGHTON
had any knowledge of these practices.
HAYHURST stated

C~.I

that FIXMAN was aware that the laboratory was constantly

..../

delinquent in performing assays but he could not say for
sure whether FIXMAN was aware of the other practices that
went on.
HAYHURST added that other than when he was told
to resample on a few occasions by LYNN BOUGHTON,
no one
ever specifically ordered him to manipulate any data or.
to resample.
He stated that it was just
something that
you knew from management attitudes was expected of you..
Their basic attitude, according to HAYHURST, was one of,
"do your job, don't expose anybody and keep everything
looking good on paper".

A
It

HAYHURST stated that he attempted to make these practices
known to a CDH inspector on one occasion by telling
him
that the program was really a "joke", but reasoned he
would simply be considered a disgruntled employee and
therefore did not pursue the matter.
HAYHURST could not
remember the name of this inspector.
The investigator also discussed with HAYIIURST any action
which was taken in anticipation of a CDH inspection.
He stated that the company was always notified about a
week ahead of time of an inspection.
FIXMAN would
then authorize overtime to make sure all
the delinquent
assays were completed.
A thorough wash down of areas
which were normally dirty was carried out.
HAYHURST noted
that the floors of the yellow cake drying/packaging area
and the crusher shed were generally washed down on a daily
basis but that a thorough wash down of the walls was accomplished only at inspection.
He further noted that miaintenar
which had to be done such as repair/cleaning of the yellow
cake scrubber was carried out.
Also, during the inpection
itself
certain dust creating activities
were not carried
out and certain equipment such as one of the crushers was
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During the week of July 23, 1979 through July 27, 1979,
the reporting agent conducted a series of interviews with
CDHI Health Physicists JAMES MONTGOMERY, RICHARD GAMEWELL
Also included was a former CDH
and CHARLES MATTSON.
inspector now employed by the Department of Energy at the
The purpose of.
Mr. BERT L. CRIST.
Rocky Flats facility,
these interviews was to review Cotter inspection reports
prepared by these men over the years and to gain a general
It
knowledge of inspection and enforcement procedures.
should be noted that in interviews conducted with JAMES
o~MONTGOMERY and RICHARD GAMEWELL both expressed the opinion
the extent and degree of worker exposure to airborne
inspection
concentrations of uranium as described in their
constitute
not
and
did
nature
extreme
of
an
reports was not
is
the
of
importance
Also
hazard.
health
an imminent
in
August
fact that except for an incident related below
of 1973 involving a "WILLIAM HAYES", no complaint or hint
was ever voiced to the inspectors by any
of irregularity
Cotter employees.
'that

The reporting agent learned that inspections are conducted
pursuant to CDH regulations which mandate that the licensee
must afford the Department the opportunity to inspect its
reasonable times and must make available
at all
facilities
records maintained pursuant to the
to the Department all
against which licensee compliance
regulations. The criteria
is judged are the applicable CDH Rules and Regulations
The process
itself.
and the conditions of the license
is such that license conditions are constantly being
added to or amended as a result of communications between
In addition, the regulations give
CDHI and the licensee.
impose any additional requirements
to
the CDHI the authority
it may deem necessary to minimize danger to public health
Such requirements are made to the
and safety or property.
licensee through written notice from the CDH.
As a general rule, the following basic steps are followed
in the actual inspection process to evaluate compliance
with license and regulatory requirements:
1.

The tenor of the inspection is set by such
things as the previous inspection and the
measures taken to correct any problems or
violations noted in that inspection, any
significant changes in process, engineering
or production as outlined in the license
which have come into effect since
itself
the last inspection, any changes in regulations
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or industry standards or any current
problem areas as foreseen by the inspector.
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IFILE.

2.

Once "on-site" the inspector contacts the
senior member of management present to
conduct what is called the "pre-inspection
interview".
The inspector discusses such
areas as the previous inspection, corrective
measures in relation to prior enforcement
action or notices, and-any current problems.
The inspector also informs the management
representative of the scope and estimated
duration of the inspection to be conducted,
any records to be reviewed, any personnel to
be interviewed or any operations/activities
he wishes to view.

3.

The inspector then ascertains whether any
changes have been made in the licensee's
organizational structure and assignment of
responsibilities
and whether such changes are
in compliance.

4.

The inspector must also determine whether any
additions or modifications have been made to
the licensee's physical facilities
or process
and whether these conform to license and
regulatory requirements.
They could include
a review of work control procedures, health
and safety considerations and the like.

5.

A review of the licensee's internal auditing
and inspection system is conducted.

6.

A review is also conducted of such things as
safety committees, employee training programs
as they relate to health and safety, procedure
controls and maintenance procedures to ensure
compliance.

7.

A spot check of various operations
equipment is carried out.

8.

A review of environmental programs is
conducted.
These could include a review of
procedures for and frequency of radioactivity
monitoring programs and analytical processes.

9.

A check of plans and procedures
situations is conducted.
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10.

A review of the licensee's on-site and off-site
radiation protection programs is conducted.
This review is that portion of the inspection
most relevant to this
investigation.
It should
include checking environmental records, inspecting radiation protection equipment (for example,
ensuring proper calibration of sampling devices),
determining whether employee and Health Department
notification requirements are being met, reviewing results of in-vivo and bioassay programs,
reviewing airborne dust inhalation records,
ensuring that proper times studies have been
conducted and inspecting for off-site
contami-•
nation.
These checks could include the taking
of samples by the inspector to be tested by
CDH personnel and compared to the tests
performed b
the licensee. In addition, the inspector checks
throughout the mill to ensure adherence to posting
and labeling requirements.

11.

A review of procedures and operations for
radioactive'waste management and disposal is
conducted.

12.

Upon completion of the inspection an exit
interview with management personnel is
conducted explaining the findings of the
inspection and discussing any violations
or other items as necessary.
Where a
violation is deemed significant, corrective
measures to be taken by the ljcensee are
discussed before the inspector leaves the
site.

13.

Subsequent to the inspection, the inspector
completes a detailed report of his inspection
findings andan"enforcement letter"
is then sent
to the licensee detailing any violations
(called "items of noncompliance") and
specifically referencing the regulation,
license condition or commitment involved. They could
also contain "items deserving comment" which
are items of concern to the inspector but
may not necessarily constitute technical
violations.

14.

Upon receipt of the enforcement letter
the
licensee has twenty (20) days in which to
respond detailing the corrective measures
which will be taken to bring the cited
items into compliance and discussing the
"comment items".
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The CDII upon receipt of the licensee' s
then makes a determination as to
whether the corrective measures outlined
are sufficient and in turn directs
to the licensee passing on
letter
If proposed corrective
these measures.
measures are considered insufficient)
the CDHI
is continued until
that the -measures bring the
is satisified
licensee's program into compliance.

It should be noted that by United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission standards it is recommended that these inspec~~t-ions be conducted on an unannounced, annual basis with
non-routine follow-up inspecntions being conducted to
It appears from interviews with CDHI
enforce compliance.
personnel that these recommendations were not followed by
j
The reasons given are a general lack of manpower
t~he CDII.
The
~ZL and funding to carry out surprise/annual inspections.
Sinspectors told the investigating agent that inspections
always announced to ensure that the proper managerial
~were
employees were present so that a return triptoheml

It should be noted, however, that visits
was avoided.
are made more frequently to the Cotter Mill to perform
specific tasks deemed necessary by the CDHI, but not for•
compliance inspection which gqnerally lastsabout
full
~the

"
i

days.
Below is a general outline of the compliance inspections
conducted by the CDH since taking over that function from
the Atomic Energy Commission (the predecessor to the
present day Nuclear Regulatory Commission) in February of
1968 and the items of noncompliance for which Cotter was
cited. This information was taken from copies of compliance
supplied by the CDII which contained the inspection
files
for each year an
report and correspondence related to it
inspection was conducted.
November

19,

1968:

The
SThe inspection was conducted by Dr. JOIIN K. EMERSON.
No items
was dated December 4, 1968.
enforcement letter
of noncompliance were noted.
May 14,

1970:

This inspection was conducted by JOHN K. EMERSON and
dated May 20,
The enforcement letter,
BERT L. CRIST.
1970, cited Cotter for failing to record external gamma
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monthly survey results f or July 1969 through April 1970.
No citations were made for dust inhalation exposure
related problems.
May 1

-

2,

1972:

The inspection was conducted by BERT GRIST and JAMES L.
MONTGOMERY.
The enforcement letter,
dated June 12, 1972,
cited five (5) items of noncompliance the following two of
which were related to the issues under investigation:

ILt~

"4

1.

The failure to take proper breathing zone
samples.

2.

The failure to calculate time weighted
exposures for the yellow cake drying
operators during September of 1971.

July 12

-

13,

1973:

The inspection was conducted by JAMES L. MONTGOMERY and
the resulting enforcement letter
of September 24, 1973
cited three (3) items of noncompliance.
One of these
items concerned the failure to notify the CDH within
thirty
days of an overexposure to a worker between
January and March of 1973.
However, this
overexposure,
was related to a thermo lunar dosimeter (TLD) program and
was not an airborne inhalation exposure problem.
2

It should be noted that this
file
contained a memorandum
dated August 10, 1973 concerning a possible complaint
made by a "WILLIAM HAYES".
HAYES telephoned BERT GRIST.
voicing concern about employee overexposure and the
handling of a source material called "Congo Raffinate'.',.
information concerning which he believed to have been
misrepresented to Inspector MONTGOMERY by Cotter management
at the time of his inspection.
In a reply memo dated August 30, 1973, MONTGOMERY noted
that he could not recall speaking to a "WILLIAM HAYES"
during his inspection.
He further noted that it was
his belief that the information provided by Cotter
concerning "Congo Raffinate" was correct.
In any event,
the memo stated that "Mr. HAYES" never called back.
It would appear that this party was in
HAYHURST,
interviewed previously.

fact WILLIAM
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1974"

RICHARD
and
by BERT GRIST
conducted
inspection
The
letter
dated
enforcemen't
The was
resulting
GAMEWELL.
February 19, 1975 cited six (6) items of noncompliance
of which the following three (3) are relevant to this
investigation:

Cr)

1.

The failure to adequately calibrate air
monitoring equipment.

2.

The failure to maintain an adequate
breathing zone program.

3.

Overexposures to precipitation operators.~
(note these were reported to the CDH in a
• ........
timely fashion.)
)
13, 1976:

July 12

-

This inspection was conducted by •. JACOBI arid RICHARD
\of Novemb r 23, 1976
The enforcement letter
GAMEWELL.
cited no items of noncompliance.
June 26

-

29,

1978:

_/

This inspection was conducted by CHARLES E. MATTSON and
The resulting enforcement letter,
RICHARD GAMEWELL.
dated September 28, 1978, cited six (6) items of noncompliance, two (2) of which are relevant here:

)

IA

1.

Allowing personnel to be exposed to airborne
uranium concentrations in excess of allowable
limits.

2.

Failure to report

these excessive overexposures.

agent
the reporting
August, 1979,
the a first
During
and current
with former
interviews
seriesweek
of in
conducted
employees of the Cotter Corporation who were associated
All expressed concern
with the analytical laboratory.
S over being named as the source of any information because oI
fear of harassment on their job or. in the community and
fear that the information they might give could possibly
Health Department's consideration of Cotter's
_effect the
appictin for the license to run the new milling facility.
Because of these expressed concerns which the reporting-and the need to
agent considered to be very legitimate,

4and

corroborate, if possible, statements made by LYNN BOUGHTON
names would nol
WILLIAM HAYHURST, it was agreed that their
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be used in this
report, but retained by the investigating
agent with the stipulation that their
identities
could
be revealed if any criminal proceeding became necessary
and they were called as witnesses.

~btd.)

As a result of these interviews,
corroborative
gathered:
..

the following information,

of statements made by other witnesses,

1.

Management

2.

As a result, the laboratory was sometimes
delinquent in taking air samples and
delinquent in assaying them..
fact, in about May or June of 1979,
when these allegations came to light,
the laboratory was approximately two to
three months delinquent in performing air
sample assays ....

~production
~laboratory
_

~frequently
~In

al-I 3-71 IhI

y5/80

was

priority was indeed placed on.
as opposed to health related
work.

3.

Air samples were frequently retaken with
the knowledge of LYNN BOUGHTON to avoid
overexposure where such resampling was not
justified.
In one particular incident
soeim
napproximately 1977, teyellow
cake scrubber was inoperative for about a
week with employees working in the area on
a daily and nightly basis.
When a sample~
sample during this period
was
found
to
be high, LYNN BOUGHTON was notified.
The
scrubber was fixed about two days later and
the area was resamp led, discarding the
original sample.

4.

On other occasions when samples were high,
the area would be washed down and resampled
for no legitimate reason.
On one occasion
BOUGHTON was believed to have notified FIXMAN
who in turn notified BEN BELL, Production
Superintendent, to wash down the yellow
cake area.

5.

Frequently the spray bars were not used
during crushing operations; however, in
most cases this was attributed to actions
by the workers and not by order of management.
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:
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Samples were not taken approximately two or
threEtmesduring teyear
of 1971 through
U1974 and "average" values were used on the
appropriate paperwork to make it appear that
they: were taken.

7.

Certain mill personnel were always aware of
an upcoming inspection.
In the laboratory,
overtime was authorized by MYLES FIXMAN to
"catch up" on air sample assaying and the
necessary paperwork.

8.

Also as a result of notification, clean up
procedures were instituted
in the areas of
the mill which were normally dusty, in
excess of those clean ups normally conducted.

..
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On Thursday, August 2, 1979 the reporting agent conducted
an interview with BENJAMIN H. BELL, JR. of,2241 Dozier,
Canon City, Colorado, 275-9544, while at hisres~idene.
BELL stated that he had been a foreman of one type or
another since 1964 and currently held the position of
Production Superintendent, the person to whom other
foremen reported.
BELl, denied ever being notified of an
upcoming inspection by the State, and further denied any
special clean up in anticipation of an inspection.
did not have aydirect
knowledge of the samplingprga
and did not know of any irregularities
associated with it.
He did remember one time being notified by MYLES FIXMAN
that a sample had been taken in the yellow cake dryer
area which was unusually high and being told by FIXMAN
to wash down the area.
He stated that this
was not
unusual and he was not told that another sample was to
be taken.
He noted that as far as he knew no second
sample was taken.
On Tuesday, August 14, and Wednesday, August 15, 1979
Agent JAMES HARDTKE conducted a series of interviews
with a number of persons currently involved in the
installation
of the tailings
(wastes) pond to be used
in the new milling facility
and other persons in the
.
Canon City community.
The names of these persons were
supplied to Agent HARDTKE by PAUL KENDALL.
As noted
previously in this report, KENDALL had requested that
these persons remain unnamed
unless
it was
necessary that their indentities be revealed in case of
criminal proceedings.

:

Agent HARDTKE conducted about fifteen (15) interviews
but did not gather any information directly relevant
to the particular issues of possible criminal activity
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under investigation.
Most of the information gathered"
concerned alleged irregularities
in the installation
of
~~the
new-tailings pond, lack of safe•ty procedures in r•egard
-~to construction and contamination of "off-site"
properties.
~A
gent--HARDTKE noted these complaints and subsequently
verbally apprised the H~ealth Department of them, but they
were not made a part of the current investigation.
It
should be noted that Health Department personnel were
already aware of the complaints involved.
CsOn Thursday. August 1.6. 1979. JOHN R. ENRIGHT. Director

ontd. )

of the Colorado Bureau of Investigation along with
Agents JAMiES HARDTKE and the reporting ag•nt met with
personnel of the Colorado Department of Health in the
.office of MALCOLM MURRAY.
Present were Mr. MURRAY of
the Governor's Office, ALBERT HAZEL and JAMES MONTGOMERY
of the Department of Health, and LAWRENCE DeCLAIRE of

&

•Athe

Colorado Attorney General's Office.
The agents
•
the progress of their
investigation thus far
•and the fact that they believed further investigation
was warranted.
The Department of Health personnel, on
the other hand, contended that Cotter had met all.a
•
r-equirements for its
new license and they had-no
_legitimate reason to deny it.
The reporting-agent ifre
thmof his. intent to request certain documents from
/ iCoter
andottasked that the license not be granted pending•
•Cotter's compliance with that request.
It was agreed that/this
would be done....:

•discussed

u-

H~~vr

..on the following day.

_the Department

r>(D~

Subsequently,

.•

~

~were
S

Friday.

Augu st

17,

1979,

of Health
h
betoso
did ini fact hsaec.decide to grantt-elcneoe

in

a letter also dated August 17,

1979,

the reporting agent regue~t•d -r•c•m the
Cotter Corpo~ration
certain records which were relevant to the• investigation
of rreularities
in the air
sampling program.
Also
requested were records which pertained to other allegations
which came to light during the current investigation.
These allegations involved the possiblity of fraud and

separate and distinct from the present investigation.
issues will be discussed briefly in the summary oa0- thi.
report and reported in detail under OBI File #80-09-0107.

/These

The documents/records requested reflected the period Of
•(I,
•-•D

i

February 1, 1968 to July 31,
following:

1979 and consisted of the
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Records of air samples taken and
assayed.

.kKEN:

•

0

2.

Records of computations of exposure
levels.

3.

Records of volumetric
incoming ore lots.

4.

Monthly milling reports.

4v5.

c.-

assays on

Contracts showing the rights of all
concerned parties in the Schwartzwalder
Mine.

6.

Organizational charts and responsibilities
of offices within
the Cotter Corporation.

7.

Organizational charts and responsibilities
of offices in the Cotter Mill.

8.

A list
of current and former employees
of the laboratory, crusher, yellow cake
and radiation safety sections.

9.

Reports of outgoing yellow cake.

L

4

-

-

As a result of this
request, the reporting agent and
Deputy Director CARL W. WHITESIDE of the CBI, had occasion
to meet with Mr. A. EDGAR BENTON and Mr. CHARLES J. KALL,
Attorneys-at-law •nd legal representatives of the Cotter
.Corporation, at the offices~
of the CBI on Friday, August
31. 1979 at about 3:00 P.M['
Mr. KALL and Mr. BENTON
informed the agents that Cotter was in the process
of gathering together the documents requested but that
it would take sometime due to the volume of records
They further stated that Cotter personnel hadf •
involved.
been unable to locate fluorometric records for the period
Mr. KALL explained
of approximately 1976 through 1979.
that iL wais the position of the parent corporation,
Commonwealth Edison, that all
requested records be turned
-over--to the CBi' and that it--was his intention to conduct
'an investigation into the whereabouts of the missing
records.
KALL further explained that the corporation did
not intend to withhold any information and would diligentl},
KALL stated that these
attempt to locate these records.
records were also requested by CDH personnel in an
inspection conducted by them on August 29, 1979 but they
could not be located at that time.
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On
Tuesday,
agent
received
fromSeptember
CHARLES 28,
KALL 1979,
a set the
of reporting
seventeen transcripts
of statements taken from Cotter personnel covering the
unavailable records.
The results
of his investigation
could not be found.
.It
indicated that the records still
appeared that sometime in midsummer, the records were in
the custody of ROBERT MAIXNER, Radiation Safety Officer.
Some time toward the end of Ju].y, MAIXNER requrested that
MICHAEL GOFF replace the records i-n a laboratory file
cabinet where they were normally kept and GOFF did in fact
records in question were two batches of
do so.
The
fluorometric sheets related to air samples, one wrapped
in a rubber band and the other attached to a clip board.
According to Goff, who had been responsible for the
fluorometric work over the last two to three years, the
records were undated but could represent fluorometric
"tests
done as far back as five years.
The records were
last seen on or about August 29, 1979 by BARBARA VENABLE,,
a laboratory employee, who was in the process of checking
the whereabouts of records to be delivered in response
to the CBI request.
On or about August 28, 1979, the
records were requested by CHARLES MATTSON of the Colorado
Department of Health who was conducting an inspection.
It was at that time that the records were found to be
missing.

Lr'•

(/

It should be noted that these records were particularly•
relevant to the matters under investigation as they
represent the only record of fluorometric readings and
sample during that
date of assay for a particular air
time.
Also recorded on the sheet are certain variables
in the fluorometric process which are not recorded anywhere
else.
On Thursday, October 18, 1979, the reporting agent met
with CHARLES KALL at his office at 1700 Broadway, Denver,
Colorado, where he turned over five (5) boxes of documents
in response to the request made by the reporting agent on
August 17, 1979.
The boxes contained approximately nineteen thousand separately numbered documents.

4

During the subsequent months, the reporting agent
relation
organized and studied these documents and their
to the allegations in question.
It was then determined that
the assistance of an outside expert would indeed by needed
to translate the technical data involved and a decision was
made to retain the assistance of HERMAN PAAS, noted above,
It should be noted that
upon his return to the Denver area.
a study of the records revealed that three sets of documents
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1.

Airborne dust sheets for 1977-79.

2.

Fluorometric sheets for 1968-71.
Fluorometric sheets from certain parts
(These were the sheets
of 1967 to 1979.
as missing by.Cotter attorneys.)

Tuesday,

August

7,

1980,

the reporting agent

met with

HERMAN PAAS whose expertise in the field of health physics
mill inspections had been represented to him
..
by the
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
reporting agent explained to Mr. PAAS the nature of the
investigation and the issues which had to be addressed.
PAAS informed the agent that he was thoroughly familiar
with the type of investigation being conducted and of the
allegations being made as he had investigated similar
accusations in the past.
After considerable discussion and deliberation, Mr. PAAS
in the investigation and offered the
agreed to assist
following as documentation of his expertise in the field.
PAAS is a 1937 graduate of Marquette University with a•
BS in Chemical Engineering and has studied on the graduate
level at Marquette in Industrial and Organic Chemistry..

......

~His

work experience includes two years as an engineer,
involved in radiation protection for the DuPont Company,
18 years with the General Electric Company, Hanford Plant,
Richland, Washington, 13 of which was as supervisor of
radiation monitoring program and environmental monitoring
programs.
His most recent employment has been with the
United States, Atomic Energy Commission and the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission as a "Radiaction Specialist"' for'
13 years pri~or to his retirement in January of 1978.
Of these 13 years, 10 were spent in the inspection of
uranium mills in Wyoming, New Mexico, Utah and South
Dakota as well as the investigation of radiation involved
accidents and complaints throughout the United States.
PAAS was an investigator in the recent KAREN SILKWVOOD-KERR
Health
In addition, PAAS has been a certified
McGEE case.
Physicist since December of 1960, having been so distinguish
and is a
by the American Board of Health Physics
Mr. PAAS•
Charter member of the Health Physics Society.
has participated and taught in various training sessions
and seminars conducted by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
on radiation control and protection and is the author of'
approximately twenty-five documents largely related to
radiation incidents and environmental monitoring, some of
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which have been published in national technical journals.
In1967, PSreivda
special appointment as Scientific
Advisor to the International Atomic Energy Authority
*Regional
Training Program in Manila,
Philippines.

-.

From August 13, 1980 through August 16, 1980, while in
Canon City, Colorado, the reporting agent interviewed a
~number
of persons in regard to this
investigation.
These
interviews consisted of re-interviews with LYNN BOUGHTON
and WILLIAM HAYHURST and the questioning of GARY
THOMPSON of 1131 Harrison Avenue, Canon City, Colorado,
~275-3786.
THOMPSON had been employed by Cotter from
September of 1977 until
July 30, 1980 'as a metallurgical
engineer and as such was head of the analytical and
metallurgical laboratories..
-

At the time THOMPSON arrived at Cotter, the separate
Radiation Safety Unit had been set up under the direction
of ROBERT MAIXNER (who, according to THOMPSON, has moved
out of Colorado and is no longer employed by Cotter).
Since the air sampling function was being carried out
by that Unit, THOMPSON had no direct knowledge of any
improprieties that existed.
However, he was able to
corroborate the fact that priority
was placed on mill
control analyses and those related to health/safety
sometimes suffered because of this.
THOMPSON stated that
~~even
with the new unit, air smlasyswere
deliquent
for as much as two months.
THOMPSON also told the reporting
agent that he had supervised the assembly of the records
requested by the CBI the previous August and at- no time
did he purposely omit or was told to withhold any documents
requested.
He further stated that the missing fluorometric
records for 1968-71 were probably lost or thrown away
in the move from the old mill to the new prior to CBI's
request for them.
THOMPSON gave the investigating agent
a tape recorded statement which was taken on Friday,
August 15, 1980 at about 8:20 P.M.
The reporting agent also conducted interviews with a
random sampling of workers currently or recently assigned
to the crusher and yellow cake areas.
These workers were
told that their identities
would be kept confidential and
most of them agreed to be interviewed.
None had any direct
knowledge of any air
sampling irregularities
and noneindicated any complaints about safety procedures as they.
related to exposure
to uranium dust.
Most admitted that
the wash downs were generally carried out as required and
that most disregard for safety was the fault of the worker
and not through any
coercion by supervisory personnel.
For example, some crusher operators admitted to not using
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water sprays because they slowed up the movement of the, ore
on the conveyor belts, but stated that the failure to use
such precaution was generally their ,own fault.:

'nd)

-

Agpnt

FL

":,On
Friday, August 22, 1980 the reporting agent met with
• •
Mr. HERMAN PAAS at his residence at 5808 Pierson Street,
. •
Arvada, Colorado, to deliver to him the documents necessary
'•
for him to conduct his study.
These included all
records
•'-- "related
to air samples and fluorometric analyses, copies
.
uoof
CDH inspection reports (note, only those prior to July
'• •
1979 were included), copies of correspondence between CDH
Cotter, CDHi Rules and Regulations, copies of Cotter
r.'
license requirements and a synopsis of the allegations
.i
made.
PAAS was asked to prepare a written report address• ~
the following three main issues:
-~and

-ing

~

The corroboration

,I~.

•
2.

3.

in

'

A review of CDH inspection reports in
light of generally accepted regulatory

addition,

,

o
- ... '

light

~~procedures..-"

O

.

A review of the allegations

~~~of CDH regulations and Cotter license
~~~requirements.

..
':

~~In

of the allegations

~~~through a review of the environmental
~data records available."

:,

,,
,1.

-:

"'

!i

!

PAAS was asked to address any other issues,.and

~~he deemed appropriate in light of the allegations
~~~the nature of the investigation.
.

•:
...

On August 29, 1980, the reporting agent contacted MYLES.
FIXMIAN requesting an interview concerning the allegations.
Mr. FIXMAN declined at that time stating that he would
have to contact his attorney.
Approximately three days
later
FIXMAN telephoned the 'reporting agent and advisedhim that his attorney would be unavailable for approxi-•
mately two weeks.
Subsequently, the reporting agent.
received a call from ALLEN SPURGEON, Attorney-at-law,
who stated that he represented MYLES FIXMAN.
The
reporting agent explained the general nature of the
allegations to him at which time•
Mr. SPURGEON stated.-,:,....
that he wished to be present if Mr. FIXMAN elected ,to
•
give any kind of statement.
SPURGEON stated that. he would
be out of the State for approximately one week but would
contact the agent upon his return.
To the date of the
completion of this
report, no word has been received from
SPURGEON.
-"""
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On Thursday, September 4, 1980, the reporting agent
received the attached report from HERMAN PAAS detailing
the findings made as a result of his study.

N:
(Contd.)
.

PAAS' report contains findings of fact and statements of
opinion rendered by him in regard to the major issues
S
he was asked to address and also contains a brief review
of the bioassay, radon sampling and in-vivo programs con~'ducted
by Cotter.
That report should be studied in detail
but its
general findings will be discussed briefly in the
summary to the agent's investigative report.
In studying
PAAS' report the reader should bear in mind the allegations
as presented herein and also the basic steps involved in
processing uranium ore, taking air samples, calculating
exposure levels and inspecting uranium mills.
..

z ...

It should be noted that the sheet numbers referred to
throughout that report are the same numbers placed on, the
documents by the Cotter Corporation at the time of their
response to the CBI request for them.
It should be
additionally noted that the regulations cited are taken
from Colorado Department of Health, Rules and Regulations
Pertaining to Radiation Control (1970) and (1978),
as
appli cable.
•@MMARY:On Friday, July 6, 1979, as a result,-of a request from
the Office of Governor RICHARD D. LAMM, Agent ALVIN J.
LaCABE was assigned to conduct an investigation into
possible criminal law violations on the part of the Cotter
Corporation in the operation of its
milling facility
in
Canon City, Colorado.
-•

The allegations of criminal misconduct involved t'he falsi-•
fication of records which the Corporation was required to
maintain by the Colorado Department of Health in regard to
the monitoring of airborne uranium dust exposure to its
employees.
Also alleged were willful violations of
Department of Health regulations and license requirements
concerning the taking of representative air samples and the
notification of any resulting overexposures to the CDII and
the individual worker involved.
These violations included
such things as "washing down" an area before sampling, disregarding a sample which would result in a calculated overexposure and failing to analyze samples within a reasonable
time.
Supposedly, these acts were encouraged or knowingly
tolerated by Cotter management personnel and committed p-ursuant to an "unwritten" management policy of placing
priority
on production considerations over those involved in
health/safety and minimizing the reports of actual overexposures suffered by employees in certain area. Such acts can be crimin•
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'MNMARY:

as per Regulation RH 1.2 of the Colorado Department of
Health Rules and Regulations Pertaining to Radiation
Control which provicdes that "ay erson who willfully
violates any provision of thAtornyruainor

ontd.)

~order
•
¢m
:, •
••In

•.

issued thereunder may be gui~ltv of a misdemeanor.6and upon conviction may be punished by fine or imprisonment
The Act referred to is
or both, as provided by law".
Title 25, Article 1i, Colorado Revised Statutes, 1973,
addition,

it

as

was also alleged that the Cotter Corporation

management acted in bad faith in dealing with the Colorado
Department of Health by deliberately engaging in certain
practices during or in anticipation of an inspection which
misrepresented the actual conditions in the mill ona
These supposedly included such things
basis.
•_••••day-to-day
as ensuring water sprays were used in the crushing opera•

tion,
I/

conducting cleaning operations

The allegations presented in

turn gave

and shutting down
rise

to the question.

of whether Department of Health personnel failed to properly
any duties incumbent upon them or failed to mainperform
rtain an effective regulatory program in regard to the
Cotter Corporation.
*

/

The resulting investigation consisted of extensive itr
views with Colorado Department of Health personnel, present
and former employees of the Cotter Corporation and concerned
citizens in the Canon City area along with the review of
voluminous records received from both the Colorado
Department of Health and the Cotter Corporation itself.
These records included, among other things, CDH compliance
containing inspection reports and enforcement
files
from the Department of Health to Cotter, copies'of
letters
correspondence between the CDHI and Cotter, copies of Cotter
license requirements and documents and records maintained
health physics program.
by Cotter in connection with its
In addition, because of the nature of the investigation and
the need to review such technical data, an independent
of
consultant with considerable expertise in the field
by
this
was
retained
inspections
mill
and
Physics
Health
expert,
This
in the investigation.
agency to assist
HERMAN PAAS, JR. , conducted a chronological review of the
records in the custody of the OBI and prepared a written
A copy of that report is attached
report of his findings.
hereto.
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The following is a brief discussion of the findings made
as a result of this investigation and the study conducted
by HERMAN PAAS"

ontd. )

:

1.

Allegations
of Data

Relating to Falsification and Manipulation

Statements given by former and present employees of
the Cotter mill establish that data was in fact
occasionally fabricated or altered and entered onto
records required to be maintained by the Corporation.
These fabrications generally occurred in instances
where no sample was taken and entries were made to
make it appear that one had been or where a sample
was taken but assayed months afterwards and the
resulting calculations indicated an overexposure.
Data was falsified
or altered in those situations
to avoid notification to the Colorado Health
Department.

C-,

In particular, former employee WILLIAM HAYHURST
admitted to falsifying or altering data on fluorometric
sheets on a number of occasions between 1968 and 1971
and indicated his willingness to review those sheets
However,to attempt to locate falsified
entries.
,<
according to Cotter personnel, these sheets were
either lost or thrown away and therefore could not be,:-',
•produced.
•

&

~Of extreme importance also is

the fact that othe
fluorometric sheets from the approximate years 1976
These sheets were
/1979 were similarly missing.
kept in a storage file
in the Cotter
/allegedly
analytical laboratory and were last seen some time
in August of 1979 by laboratory employees but their

-

whereabouts could not be accounted for by Cotter
personnel (except to say they were apparently stolen).
when other records were turned over to this agency.
It should be noted that examination of these sheets is
critical in the investigation of possibly altered or
manipulated data.
Since the fluorometer creates no
permanent record of its own, this sheet forms the
first
written record of fluorometric readings and
other variables used as the basis for computing

employee exposure• levels.
Of the fluorometric

sheets and corresponding records

available for review,

the consultant's report reflects

two instances of apparent data manipulation
more of suspected manipulation.

and three
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It should be noted that one of the bases for this
investigation was the question of whether the falsification or manipulation of data, if proveable, conIt would
an alteration of public records.
stituted
construed
by
the
Colorado
that
as
thus
far
appear
Supreme Court, the statute defining abuse of public
records is not applicable for two basic reasons.
First, the records are maintained by the Cotter
Corporation and need only be made available to the :
Secondly
Colorado Department of Health for inspection.
even if the records were turned over the the Department
of Health, the alteration would have occurred prior
to them being in the custody or control of a public
agency.

UMM~ARY :
Wont d. )

U-,

C-,.

2.

Allegations Concerning the Fa'ilure to Perform Timely
Analyses of Samples Taken
Statements made by all
laboratory employees having
knowledge of the sampling program indicate that the
analyses of samples were sometimes not performed until
two to four months after the samples were taken and
that this delinquency was a constantly recurring•
investigation began in
problem from 1968 until this
In fact, the study conducted by
July of 1979.
HERMAN PAAS indicated numerous instances of delinquent
assaying, sometimes as much as six months.
CDH regulations provide that the CDH and the affected'
worker must be notified of an overexposure within
30 days.
This has been interpreted as being 30 days
from the time the company learns of the overexposure.
While there are no regulations as to how long after a
sample is taken the analysis must be done, there is
inherent in the purpose of the air monitoring program
the assumption that analysis be done within a reasonabl
time of sampling. According to PAAS, industry norm is
Where samples are
anywhere from two to several days.
not assayed promptly management cannot successfully
comply with the requirements of monitoring employee
exposure on a monthly basis and taking appropriate
steps to lessen exposures.

3.

Allegations Regarding Resampling
Statements given tend to establish that Cotter
personnel occasionally resampled areas where fluorometr
readings were too high or took samples that were not
representative of the actual conditions under which
These "non-representative"
the employee worked.
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samples were taken after washing down a dhsty area or
when dust creating operations were not being performed.
A definitive answer as to the import of these practices
is difficult
to reach since legitimate reasons for
•
resampling could exist.
(For example sampler malfunction or sample contamination.)
It does appear, however
that on occasion samples were taken again for no
legitimate purpose except to avoid the probability of
overexposure.
The consultant's report documents two
instances where illegitimate resampling is suspected'
but PAAS has stated to the reporting agent that
:
resampling is not normally susceptible to discovery by
record review.

~ontd.:)

L,e-

4.

Allegations Concerning Lack of Safety Precautions
The general allegations made in this
regard were
that Cotter failed to conduct thorough wash downs
of dusty areas and failed to ensure the use of water
sprays in the crusher area except during inspections.
Again this is an issue not susceptible of proof
..
through record review.
As opposed to the laboratory
personnel interviewed, the wo~rkers in those areas
felt
that clean-ups were performed on a regular basis
and for the most part the dusty areas were washed
•
thoroughly.
Concerning the lack of water sprays in
the crusher, some workers admitted to purposely
turning them off but stated that it was not at the
insistance of any management personnel but usually
their
own negligence.
The question of whether Cotter
management could or should have effectively ensured'
against such negligence remains open.

5.

Allegations of General Priority Setting and
Minimization of Overexposure Reporting By Cotter
Management
The statements of all
laboratory personnel including•
those on the management level were extremely .consistent
as to the issue of priorities
set by the Mill
Manager MYLES FIXMAN.
These priorities
overwhelmingly
favored mill production as opposed to health/safety
related matters.
All those interviewed felt
that most
of the irregularities
which existed in the air
sampling
program prior to mid 1977 and the formation of the
Radiation Safety Unit, were a direct result of the
lack of manpower and time in the laboratory to be
devoted to air sampling and the related analytical
and record keeping functions.
Obviously, because of
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the workload, if any area suffered or became delinquent
it would be the air sampling program.

•1MARY: )
Wntd.
•in

his report,

v \ and

health

safety program from 1968 to 1977 as "minimal"

states

Lr~

PAAS describes Cotter's overall

that

the

number

and

frequency

of

and

overexposures

to employees resulting from the inhalation of. high
airborne concentrations of uranium was far in excess
of norms for the industry.
that period of'"
years
PAAS
documenited~numerous
examples ofI-"<
such things as failure to conduct a proper breathing
zone program, failure to conduct a bioassay program,
failure to implement more frequent time studies,
falr
oensure thtassays
were performed ina
\timely manner and failure to continuously carry out
those corrective measures which it represented to 'the
CDHI would be done to keep its
program in compliance.
PAAS stated unequivocally that these failures and
other discrepancies in the prgram greatly corntributed
to worker overexposures that went uncorrected and'
unreported.

=

.Over

5.

Allegations of Knowledge

of Irregularities

By Mill

Manager
From statements made by laboratory personne]. it can
be established that MYLES FIXMAN, as Mill Manager,
was responsible for mill practices and aware of the
fact that assays of air samples were frequently
delinquent.
In fact one of the actions taken by
FIXMAN after receiving notification of an inspection
was to authorize overtime to ensure that the assays
and related records were brought up to date.
However, since FIXMAN was not in direct contact with
those persons involved in the air sampling program,
with exception of Chief- Chemist LYNN BOUGHTON,
no statement made by them can establish for a fact
that FIXMAN was aware of other irregul'ariti~es.
In
contrast, statements made by BOUGHTON indicate that
FIXM•AN was aware of resampling irregularities
sometimes before they occurred and at least tolerated
other irregularities.
6.

Colorado Department

of Health Enforcement

Action

PAAS' report reflects
the opinion that CDII enforcement
action was not always as effective as it could or shoul(
have been.
He cited the use of announced inspections
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as
a practicefindings
which detracts
the cr'e.1ibility
the
it a].lows
in that from
the inspection
of being
licensee to establish conditions not representative
He also noted the
of normal operating conditions.
failure to conduct prompt follow-up inspections to
ensure that stated corrective actions were being
In addition he discussed
carried out by Cotter.
the failure to cite a number of apparent violations and
to effectively enforce compliance in areas repeatedly
Of importance also is the fact that compliance
cited.
inspections were not always conducted on an annual.
basis. A check of records indicated that they were
conducted from fourteen to twenty-four months apart.

ot.)

c.-J

It should be noted, however, that no direct allegation
of criminal misconduct or deliberate failure to
'-hityby CDH personnel was ever voiced by
perfcnrr
Cotter employees, past or present, interviewed in
connection with this investigation and no evidence
of such has been •athered from other sources.

•

[[ !

above
In addition to the allegations investigated and listed
agency
certain other issues came to the attention of this
One general cateduring the course of this investigation.
gory of those issues involved health/safety questions
pond construction,
dealing with such things 25 tailings
off-site
contamination, smoking regulations and Ithe lack of
These questions were
other types of safety precautions.
not considered to be of a criminal nature and did not
investigation.
therefore come within, the purview of this
-owever. perc~nnp.el of the Colorado Dep~artmentofHat
were verbally apprised of the information gatneredi and
acknowledged that they were already aware ot thlose issues.
A second general category of issues which arose during the
investigation were allegations of possible fraud against
the holders of royalty rights in the Schwartzwalder Mine,
The allegations
Cotter's primary source of uranium ore.
involved the manipulation of incoming Schwartzwalder ore
assays which reduc•i th• r•ported content of uranium inof mill accounting reports
the ore and the falsification
wh•.i~~h ind!cated1 that a certain other ore in addition--to
when in
hrhthmi
Schwartzwalder was prcese
These allegations were actively
fact it was not.
investigated and will be addressed in a separate report
It should be noted,
under CBI Case File #80-09-0107.
time it appears Unlikely that crimninal
however, that at this
charges will result.
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As to the matters investigated herein, a copy of this report
will be forwarded to the Fremont County District
Attorney's
Office for a determination of whether any crimina]. action
is warranted.
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Deputy Director
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